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Abstract

Based on first principles calculations, we investigate two proba
-type. (i) Passivation by Hydrogen. H prefers to bind w

y of about 1 eV. (ii) Passivation by the formation of s

gly prefer to passivate NO and form low-energy SDM o

ding energies. Our calculated vibrational frequencies of

ved by IR measurement on N-doped ZnO, which is no
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s results on nitrogen-doped ZnO grown by
or deposition technique show a substantial
, C and N in unwanted forms [1–4]. These
e likely to play important roles in compensat-
ating N acceptors, making it difficult to dope
Recent IR measurements on N-doped ZnO,
p-type, revealed several peaks associated with
a peak at 3020 cm�1 which is consistent with
retch vibration frequency. In addition, the
the lower frequency range contains several
range of 1800–2000 cm�1, which are close to
ies of diatomic molecules.
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types of deactivation mechanisms that hinder current efforts of

ith NO at the anti-bonding site and form NO–H complexes with a

ubstitutional diatomic molecules (SDM). Carbon impurities and

n the Oxygen site, (NC)O or (N2)O, both of which are donors with

NO–H complexes and SDMs are consistent with the frequencies

t p-type.
Based on first principles calculations, we found two types
of defect complexes that are likely to form. While isolated
H is predicted to exclusively be a donor in ZnO [5,6], it can
also passivate NO acceptors and form an electrically
inactive NO–H complex (Fig. 1) [3]. For the second type
of complex, C impurities and excess N atoms prefer to
passivate NO acceptors and form a ‘‘substitutional diatomic
molecule’’ (SDM), which is a strongly bound NC or N2

molecule substituted on an oxygen site [(NC)O or (N2)O]
(Fig. 2) [7,8]. The (NC)O or (N2)O SDMs are single and
double donors, respectively. These SDMs have electronic and
structural properties similar to free diatomic molecules. The
calculated local vibrational modes (LVM) of these defects are
in good agreement with the peaks recently observed by FTIR
measurement on N-doped ZnO. These results suggest that, in
addition to H, one should be careful with a C impurity that
can turn an existing N acceptor (NO) into an (NC)O SDM,
which is a donor. In addition, excessive N incorporation
could lead to an unwanted (N2)O SDM, which is a double
donor, instead of the desired NO.
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